Bluefin, the Mindtree SAP practice, is looking to appoint an EPM Principal Consultant, to join our Global
Customer Engagement Centre of Excellence.
Duties and responsibilities
You will take a leading role in this high performing EPM team, working on cutting edge engagements
with a diverse set of large enterprises:
• Engaging with existing and prospective customers in an advisory capacity, helping to shape
their EPM strategy, both from a technical and business process point of view.
• Providing pre-sales support during EPM sales cycles – understanding customers’ needs and
positioning a compelling Bluefin proposition
• Acting in an SME capacity on EPM delivery projects, whether as a solution architect, process
expert, or providing quality assurance
• Contributing to creating and taking to market Bluefin’s EPM value propositions, through multiple
channels such as external thought leadership, marketing, and maintaining partner relationships
• Mentoring and developing more junior members of the team
• Working with the EPM COE Lead as part of their COE leadership team – helping to set and execute
the COE strategy

Reports into:

Location:

EPM Lead

UK based with travel

Reward and benefit
•

Competitive base salary (plus bonus)

•

Cycle to work scheme

•

Family health insurance

•

Childcare vouchers

•

Life insurance

•

GAYE

•

25 days holiday

•

Comprehensive expenses policy

Key attributes
Your personality is critical. You will be an animated, outgoing person who brings life to the workplace and
maintains a positive attitude in all aspects of your job. Your clients, colleagues and friends see you as a
rising star in your field – a field that you are well-connected and networked within. You will be a natural
leader who inspires commitment and creativity within your team – and confidence within your client
stakeholders. You will be dynamic with a “get up and go” attitude. But most importantly, you will have an
attention to detail that you bring to everything you do.
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EPM Principal Consultant

Skills and experience
Mandatory skills
• Strong track record in consulting, ideally
from a respected consulting firm (e.g. Big 4)
• Domain excellence within EPM, covering
financial
and
operational
budgeting/
forecasting, statutory and management close/
consolidation/ reporting/ disclosure.
• Strong technical experience in at least one of
the SAP EPM tools (e.g. BPC, IP, BPS, PCM,
BusinessObjects Cloud, BFC, and Disclosure
Management). Evidence of having taken leading
roles on multiple large implementations project.

• Peripheral experience of Analytics, and SAP ERP
• 3+ project lifecycles with Blue chip clients i.e. FTSE
100 or Fortune 500

•

Strong consulting background in advisory
services in a senior role

•

Project management – must have lead a project or
significant work stream on at least 2 occasions

•

Excellent communication skills and ability to build

‘Trusted Adviser’ relationships
•

An accounting background and/ or
qualification is advantageous

About Bluefin
Bluefin is the Mindtree SAP practice. We work with customers to challenge traditional thinking and bring
new ideas to life through SAP technology. Every day, a Bluefin team of industry consultants is listening,
advising and helping to create value for large organisations across the world. Headquartered in the United
Kingdom, we have offices in Malaysia, Singapore and the United States.
Mindtree is an equal opportunity employer.
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